Department of Medicine Friday Rounds
LHSC – Victoria Hospital
Friday, November 9, 2018
7th Floor Amphitheatre, Room E7-002, VH
(11:45 am lunch available)

12:00 p.m.  Critical Appraisal – Resident Presentation
Speaker:  Dr. Sadaf Rahman
Topic:  The Hidden Curriculum, Ethics Teaching, and the Structure of Medical Education

12:30 p.m.  Selected Topics in Internal Medicine – Staff Presentation
Speaker:  Dr. Nabil Sultan, Nephrology
Topic:  Character Based Leadership: a Different Approach to Leadership Education

Objectives:
1. Introduce the concept of Character-Based Leadership (CBL)

2. Introduce the CBL framework adapted from Ivey Business School research

3. Discuss how a CBL framework can be utilized in medical education

This event is an accredited Category 1 group learning activity as defined by the Maintenance of Certification (MOC) Program of the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada.

Attendance and evaluation forms will be distributed to your UWO e-mail through One45 on Saturday.

Department of Medicine thanks Pfizer for their generous support of Nephrology Rounds at LHSC-Victoria Hospital